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Abstract

Construction of a carriage house and related landscape features on the rear lot of the Dean
House (HS-13), located within the Lincoln Home National Historic Site (Springfield,
Illinois), was anticipated for 2008. Phase II archaeological testing within the area of the
proposed carriage barn, which was undertaken by Fever River Research in 1997
(Mansberger 2004), located several historic features within the proposed construction
area. In an effort to mitigate the impact of the proposed construction on historic
resources, the National Park Service contracted with Fever River Research to excavate
areas within the footprint of the proposed building that had not been excavated during the
previous 1997 investigations. This report summarizes the results of those investigations.

Cover: Carriage barn, as reconstructed in 2008 by the National Park Service at the Dean
House, Springfield, Illinois.
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Introduction
The Dean House (HS-13), which is situated on the west side of Eighth Street across from
the home of President Abraham Lincoln, is located on Lot 11 and S1/2, Lot 12, Block 7, of Elijah
Iles’ Addition to the town of Springfield, Illinois. Currently, the property is incorporated into the
Lincoln Home National Historic Site, which is administered by the Department of the Interior,
National Park Service. The Master Plan (1970) for the Lincoln Home National Historic Site
states that recapturing the historic scene between the two alleys will form the core of the Site’s
historic zone. It further states that restoration of the historic zone will be on two levels: faithful
restoration of existing historic structures and reconstruction. According to the Master Plan, the
reconstruction of primary buildings will be limited to the intersection at Eighth and Jackson
Streets, with secondary structures such as outbuildings being reconstructed throughout the park’s
historic zone in order to enhance the interpreted nineteenth century landscape. Over the past 20plus years, the National Park Service has implemented an aggressive campaign to restore the
historic structures within the park’s historic zone, and to enhance the visitor’s experience within
the park—and archaeology has played a significant role in that process (cf. Osborn 2001 for a
review of the archaeology conducted within the park).
With this in mind, the NPS anticipated constructing a carriage barn and other landscape
features (such as a privy) on the rear lot associated with the previously restored Dean House.1
Such rear yard landscape features were recently constructed behind both the Sprigg and Corneau
houses to enhance the nineteenth century cultural landscape. Plans for the reconstruction of the
Dean House carriage house have been in the works for many years. The Midwest Archeological
Center conducted limited archaeological testing around the Dean House as well as within the rear
yard of the property beginning in 1989 (Noble 1989, 1991, 1992, 2005). One of the objectives of
the early MAC investigations was to contribute to the understanding of the Dean house and
associated lot, and to assist with the preparation of a Historic Structure Report for the Dean
House (FWAI 1991). Prior to the 1989 investigations, little was known regarding the
archaeological resources within this lot. In 1997, in preparation for this construction activity, the
NPS contracted with Fever River Research to conduct Phase II investigations within the proposed
location of the Dean House carriage barn.2 Although these archaeological investigations were
driven by cultural resource management concerns, the National Park Service hoped the
archaeological investigations would uncover archaeological information regarding the size and
configuration of the middle nineteenth century outbuildings present at this site to assist with the
reconstruction plans.
1

The proposed reconstruction of the carriage house was completed during the spring of 2008.
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This 1997 archaeological work was conducted by Fever River Research through an indefinite delivery contract
with Fischer-Wisnosky Architects, Incorporated (FWAI) of Springfield, Illinois (Delivery Order No. 9, Indefinite
Quantities Contract No. 1443CX603097002 between FWAI architects and the National Park Service). All work
conducted by Fever River Research was under the direction of Floyd Mansberger, director and principal
investigator for all projects conducted by the firm. The draft report for this project was completed in February
1998, with the final draft completed in 2004 (Mansberger 2004).
1

The main objective of the 1997 archaeological investigations conducted by Fever River
Research was to identify the number, location and size of the outbuildings associated with the rear
yard of the property. Additionally, the field objectives were to evaluate the configuration of the
circa 1860 carriage barn located at this site and to mitigate any anticipated impacts of
construction activities associated with the proposed reconstruction and/or replacement of this
missing element of the cultural landscape. The results of that work were documented in the
report entitled In Search Of The Dean House Carriage Barn: Archaeological Investigations At
The Lincoln Home National Historic Site, Springfield, Illinois (Mansberger 2004).
At the time of the 1997 investigations, an east/west trending boardwalk leading from the
house to the rear alley cut across the suspected location of the carriage barn, and it was the wish
of the NPS that this boardwalk not be disturbed during the investigations conducted at that time.
Additionally, the investigations conducted in 1997 extended only minimally into the adjacent Lot
10 to the south. In 1997, a small area (contiguous to the primary excavation block located in Lot
11) was excavated in Lot 10 to investigate a series of archaeological features that were identified
in this area extending into the adjacent lot, and which would have been impacted by the proposed
construction activity. In 2007, upon review of the proposed project’s construction plans by the
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, it was determined that the complete footprint of the
proposed building as well as a one-meter band around the perimeter of the proposed new
structure would need to be mitigated. Although the majority of this area had previously been
excavated in 1997, a small area along the south side of the proposed structure (within Lot 10), as
well as that area once located beneath the boardwalk, would need to be mitigated.
With this in mind, in October 2007 the NPS contracted with Fever River Research to
prepare and implement a Data Recovery Plan for this project. 3 The existing report summarizes
the results of the Phase III archaeological investigations conducted by Fever River Research in
late October and November 2007 in anticipation of the construction of the proposed carriage
barn. The summary and conclusions of the existing report attempts to place the excavations
conducted within the greater Lincoln Home National Historic Site into a landscape
perspective/context.

3

Purchase Order No. P653007712A, issued by the Lincoln Home National Historic Site, Springfield, Illinois.
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Lincoln Home
National Historic Site

Figure 1. Location of the Lincoln Home National Historic Site, Springfield, Illinois
(Springfield West U.S.G.S. topographic map, 1998).

3

Figure 2. Location of the four-block Lincoln Home National Historic Site (outlined in red)
within the City of Springfield, Sangamon Co., Ills. (Hall 1855). This is the first published
map of the city of Springfield. The Lincoln Home neighborhood was located on the
southeast side of the quickly expanding town. The central business district was arranged
around the state capitol building (here outlined in green).

4

Figure 3. Location of the Dean House (HS-13) within the Lincoln Home National Historic
Site, Springfield, Illinois.

5

Figure 4. View of the four-block Lincoln Home neighborhood as it appeared on the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield,
Illinois (Ruger 1867). The Lincoln Home, located at the northeast corner of Jackson and South Eighth Streets, is located
immediately to the right of the number “29.” The Dean House is located across Eighth Street to the west (here circled in red).
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Figure 5. Dean House site plan illustrating the location of the 1997 and 2007 field
investigations in relationship to Lots 10 and 11, as well as the existing Dean House (HS-13)
(adapted from FWAI 1991:Topographical Site Plan). The larger crosshatched area
identified as “Excavation Block” is that area investigated in 1997. The area outlined in red
is that area mitigated by the 2007 investigations, and within which the carriage barn was
constructed.
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Historical Context4
The Dean House is located on Lot 11 and the south half of Lot 12, Block 7, of Elijah Iles’
Addition to the town of Springfield. Elijah Iles, an early Springfield merchant and landowner, and
Pascal Enos donated land in 1821 for the laying out of the original town plat and formation of the
original town’s public square. Iles’ Addition to the town of Springfield, which was later to
become Lincoln’s neighborhood, was platted in 1836. Table 1 summarizes the chain-of-title for
the Dean House property.
Lots 10 and 11 were purchased by Gershom Jayne from Elijah Iles in May 1837 for the
sum of $750; Lots 12 and 13 were purchased by Abraham Lincoln for $300 in June 1838 (FWAI
1991:2.1). As Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates (1988:4) note, the price of a single, unimproved,
non-corner lot at this point in time was approximately $75. Although it is not clear whether these
two sets of paired lots were improved by this date, the sale price of $200 and $300, respectively,
is well over the suspected sale price of $150 for two unimproved lots and suggests that they either
had been improved by this early date or were highly inflated due to the economic boom just prior
to the Economic Panic of 1857. The sale price of Lots 10 and 11 to Daniel Hill in August 1839
for the sum of $1,000 suggests that substantial improvements, such as a house and outbuildings,
were located on these two lots by that early date. The sale of Lot 11 in 1841 for $600 suggests
that the property had been improved by that date.
Lot 11 was separated from the adjoining lot 12 in early 1841. On May 10th of that year,
Daniel Hill sold Lot 11 to Peter Van Bergen for the sum of $600. The sale price suggests that
there was an improvement on this lot at that time. FWAI (1991:2.1) suggests that Van Bergen
probably purchased this lot (and associated building) as an investment property. Wallace
(1904:1316) noted that “throughout his business career [Van Bergen] dealt extensively in real
estate in and around Springfield.” Van Bergen retained ownership of Lot 11 throughout much of
the 1840s. On March 17, 1849, he sold the property to Harriet Dean for the same price he had
paid for it eight years earlier. The Dean family, consisting of Harriet, her husband Frederick S.,
and her son Frederick Irwin, emigrated from New York State sometime after 1840. Only a few
days after purchasing their South Eighth Street residence, Harriet’s husband (Frederick Dean) left
for the California gold fields. A letter written by him, describing his trip to the West, was
published in Springfield’s newspaper, the Sangamo Journal, on August 8, 1849. In Frederick’s
absence, Harriet Dean opened a school which operated from her new house. In November 1848,
the Federal census taker noted the presence of Harriet Dean (age 43) and her son Frederick (age
17) as the only occupants of the house. At that time, Harriet’s real estate was valued at $700.
Russo suggests that the Deans were a family of modest means (FWAI 1991:2.1-2.3).

4

This was copied directly from (Mansberger 2004). The chain-of-title information and much of the history
summarized here was taken from FWAI’s Historic Structure Report (FWAI 1991:2.1-2.13), which was authored
by Edward Russo. Much of the history for this property had been previously summarized in Bearss (1969) as well
as Banton, Balm and O’Bright (1987).
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Table 1
SIMPLIFIED CHAIN-OF-TITLE
DEAN HOUSE (HS-13)
(FWAI 1991:2.9)
GRANTOR
Elijah Iles
Elijah Iles
Gershom Jayne
Jesse Thomas
Daniel Hill
Peter Van Bergen
Abraham Lincoln
Frederick Dean
Benjamin Richards
John Stuart, Jr.
George Brinkerhoff
Ira Brown
Michael Sheehan
Estate [Hofferkamp
descendant]
Helen Crosby
Hazel Montgomery
Mary Alice Jones
Rex Campbell
Hugh Garvey Estate

GRANTEE
Gershom Jayne
Abraham Lincoln
Jesse Thomas
Daniel Hill
Peter Van Bergen
Harriet Dean
Harriet Dean
Benjamin Richards
John Stuart, Sr.
George Brinkerhoff
George Hofferkamp
George Hofferkamp
Helen Crosby

LOT NUMBER
10 and 11
12 and 13
10 and 11
10 and 11
11
11
12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
10
11 and 12 (S20’),

Hazel Montgomery
Mary Alice Jones
Rex Campbell
Hugh Garvey, Sr.
United States of
America

11 and 12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
11 and 12 (S20’)
10, 11, and 12 (S20’)
10, 11 and 12 (S20’)

AMOUNT
$750.00
$300.00
$750.00
$1,000.00
$600.00
$600.00
$125.00
$505.00
$3,600.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$1,060.00
$11,000.00

DATE
May 12, 1837
June 6, 1838
July 23, 1839
August 22, 1839
May 10, 1841
March 17, 1849
March 30, 1850
August 17, 1861
October 7, 1871
November 2, 1876
August 15, 1877
March 22, 1880
June 15, 1950

$2.00
$10.00
$1.00
?
?

July 6, 1950
July 10, 1950
August 11, 1950
September 14,1954
February 1, 1978

On March 30, 1850, approximately one year after purchasing her new house, Harriet Dean
acquired the south 20 feet of Lot 12 from her neighbor, Abraham Lincoln, for the sum of $125. It
is suspected that it was at that time that an addition was constructed onto the north side of the
original Dean House. The map City of Springfield, which was published in 1854 (McManus
1854), illustrates the L-shaped house present by this date and situated on Lots 11 and 12.
Although Frederick Dean apparently returned to Springfield from his California adventure
(as noted by the Sangamo Journal on December 7, 1850), it appears he did not remain with his
wife. As Russo notes, Springfield’s first city directory, which was published in 1855, lists only
“Mrs. Dean” at her South Eighth Street address and does not mention her husband. The next city
directory, published in 1856, lists Mrs. Dean as a widow. Harriet Dean remained at her South
Eighth Street residence until January 20, 1860. At that time, her son filed an “Application to Try
Question of Insanity” against his mother, and the next day, had her committed to the Illinois State
Hospital for the Insane at Jacksonville. Harriet Dean died three days later and was buried in
Springfield’s Hutchinson Cemetery (FWAI 1991:2.3-2.4).
During the years 1849 through 1859, the house was also occupied by Harriet’s son,
Frederick Irwin Dean, who eventually became the secretary of the Springfield Horticultural
9

Society and an officer in the Sons of Temperance. In August 1861, Frederick sold the house and
grounds to Matilda and Benjamin Richards for the sum of $505.78. As Russo notes, “this price
[was] less than what Harriet Dean had invested in the property, [and] indicates that few, if any,
major changes had been recently made to it. It may, in fact, have become run down in the
previous few years” (FWAI 1991:2.4). An analysis of the cumulative evidence (e.g., the 1858 city
map, the 1861 sales price, the 1865 valuation, and the 1867 Panorama) suggests that it was the
Richards family who remodeled the house into its present configuration. In September 1865, Mr.
Richards secured a mortgage on the property for the sum of $3,000, suggesting that the house
had been substantially improved by that time. The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield (Ruger
1867) documents the large L-shaped house which currently stands at this location. Benjamin
Richards was born in Nicholas County, Kentucky in 1829 and arrived in Sangamon County with
his parents in 1832. A painter and publisher by trade, Richards had ten children, only five of
whom survived to adulthood (FWAI 1991:2.4-2.5).
The Richards family retained ownership of the Dean House through October 1871. At
that time, the family sold the property to John T. Stuart, Sr. for the sum of $3,600. John Stuart’s
son (John Stuart, Jr.) and family occupied the Dean House through 1876 when they sold it to
Springfield capitalist George M. Brinkerhoff for $3,000. Less than one year later, Brinkerhoff
sold the property to a George Hofferkamp, neighborhood resident, for $3,000–the same price that
he had paid for it. In July 1880, George Hofferkamp purchased the small house and lot adjoining
his property to the south, once again uniting Lots 10 and 11. By 1884, he had demolished the
small house that was located on Lot 10 creating a much larger and improved side yard. Catherine
Hofferkamp died in the house in 1909, and George Hofferkamp, Sr. died in 1917. After their
death, the house became the joint property of their son George, Jr., their daughter Elizabeth
Degan Sheehan, and grandson August Hofferkamp. By 1935, Elizabeth Degan Sheehan had
consolidated interest in the property into her name. She died in 1939 and the property associated
with the house remained with her heirs through June 1950 at which time it was sold to Hugh
Garvey (FWAI 1991:2.6).
After circa 1939 (and Elizabeth Sheehan’s death), the house appears in the local city
directories as a duplex–with a separate apartment on the second floor. The house continued to be
used as rental property through 1954. At that time, the house was purchased by Hugh Garvey,
Sr. who converted it into a museum. It was the Garvey family estate that sold the house to the
United States of America on February 1, 1978, to become part of the Lincoln Home National
Historic Site (FWAI 1991:2.4-2.7).
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1854

1858
Figure 6. The Dean House as illustrated on two early maps of Springfield. The top
illustration is from McManus (1854) and the bottom illustration is from Sides (1858). The
arrows point to the house location.
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THE DEAN HOUSE

Figure 7. Detail of the 1867 [Bird’s Eye View of] Springfield, Illinois (Ruger 1867)
illustrating the Dean House and the intersection of Eighth and Jackson Streets. The
Lincoln Home is the structure immediately to the right of the number “29.” By this date,
Eighth Street had completely been infilled with houses, forming a mature city landscape.
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Figure 8. Detail of the circa 1872 Map of Springfield (Beck and Pauli, circa 1872)
illustrating the Dean House and the intersection of Eighth and Jackson Streets (looking
northwest). The Dean House is circled in red. Note the small carriage house indicated on
the rear of the lot at this time. The Lincoln Home is located across the street from the Dean
House, at the northeast corner of this intersection (and identified by the number “30”).

Figure 9. Detail from the 1873 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield, Illinois (Koch 1873)
illustrating the Dean House. Note the absence of a carriage house at the rear of the
property. Whether this is an oversight or reflects reality is not known. Both the circa 1872
Map of Springfield (Beck and Pauli, circa 1872) and the 1867 Springfield, Illinois (Ruger
1867) illustrations poorly depict an outbuilding behind the Dean House (See FWAI
1991:2.16-2.17).
13

Figure 10. Detail of the 1876 City Map of the City of Springfield, Ill (Bird 1876) illustrating
the Lincoln Home neighborhood. Unfortunately, the area of this map illustrating the Dean
House has been damaged. Similarly, it is unfortunate that the cartographer did not
illustrate outbuildings on the map.
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Figure 11. Details of the Dean House and surrounding lots as illustrated on the 1884 (top)
and 1890 (bottom) Sanborn fire insurance maps (Sanborn Map and Publishing Company
1884; Sanborn-Perris Map and Publishing Company 1890).
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Figure 12. Details of the Dean House and surrounding lots as illustrated on the 1896 (top)
and 1917 (bottom) Sanborn fire insurance maps (Sanborn Map and Publishing Company
1896; Sanborn-Perris Map and Publishing Company 1917).
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Figure 13. Details of the Dean House and surrounding lots. The top illustration is from
1941 (Sanborn Map and Publishing Company 1941) and the bottom is the 1952 map with
modifications (such as the removal of the Dean garage) that were made to the map as late
as the middle 1960s (Sanborn-Perris Map and Publishing Company 1952, with alterations
through 1965).
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Figure 14. Detail of the single story frame garage located on the rear lot of the Dean House
property during the early 1950s (from sketch drawn by Hugh Garvey, Sr., circa 1952,
FWAI 1991:2.12 and 2.22). This garage first appears on the 1941 Sanborn fire insurance
map; it does not appear on either the 1917 nor 1952 maps. The windows present in this
garage are traditionally referred to as barn or stable sash.
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Results Of The Current Archaeological Investigations
Based on the 1997 archaeological investigations and archival research (Mansberger 2004),
the proposed carriage barn was to be constructed within the southwestern corner of the property
associated with the historic Dean House (which coincided with the southwest corner of Lot 11).
The construction zone and/or the proposed “area of affect” (which consists of the project area
being mitigated) consisted of that area located beneath the proposed 20’-square carriage barn’s
footprint, as well as an approximate 3-foot (one-meter) band around the perimeter or the
proposed structure (for construction easement). As such, the proposed project area consisted of
a block that measured approximately 23’ square. This work did not assess any of the subsurface
utility lines (such as electricity and gas) that were needed for this new structure.
As noted earlier, much of the area beneath the proposed carriage barn had previously been
investigated as part of the 1997 investigations (Mansberger 2004). The field investigations for the
existing project were aimed at opening up the limited areas of the proposed impact area that had
not been excavated during the 1997 project. This included that area beneath the boardwalk, as
well as an area located immediately south of the property line fence—an area that was suspected
as being a high probability area for subsurface features (particularly privies associated with the
occupation of Lot 10).
Each of the field tasks associated with this mitigation is discussed below. Features
exposed during this field project were assigned consecutive numbers beginning with number 13
(which was the last unassigned feature number from the 1997 excavations).
Excavate beneath boardwalk. With the aid of a backhoe (with a smooth bucket), the
overburden capping the lower historic deposits located beneath the boardwalk were removed.
Upon removal of overburden, this area was shovel scraped to assess for the presence of
subsurface features. Two features (Features 13 and 14) were identified, mapped in plan view and
excavated (see discussion below). Additionally, the south end of previously identified Feature 1
was exposed and documented.
Excavate Test Units South of Fence. This task consisted of the excavation of three test
units (two 1m x 2m in size, and a third approximately 1m x 1m in size) along the south side of the
existing board fence, and located along the south side of the proposed new barn (on Lot 10).
These test units opened up an area one meter (approximately 3’) wide along the south edge of the
proposed new barn. Due to the thought that these tests were in an area suspected of containing a
high probability of significant subsurface features, these tests were hand excavated using shovel
scraping and troweling techniques. The upper fill deposits, which consisted of densely compacted
gravel-rich fills, were not screened. Much to our surprise, lower midden deposits were not
encountered in these tests. Although it was thought that this rear-lot and/or back alley corner of
the lot might have a high potential for shaft-type features (i.e. privies), none were encountered in
this area.
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Expose South End of Feature 10 and Excavate Exposed Portion. This task required the
reopening of the earlier excavation unit that exposed the west end of Feature 10. This initial work
was conducted with the backhoe to remove the previously excavated and backfilled area to a level
immediately above the historic deposits. At that point, the area was shovel scraped to expose the
feature. As it turned out, all but a very small section of this feature located within the three foot
perimeter band located along the outside of the proposed new carriage barn had been previously
excavated. The west end of the feature was exposed and clearly marked to prevent impact during
construction.
Excavate into alley west of property line. This task consisted of the excavation of an
approximate 0.85m band along the west side of the proposed carriage barn, and located within the
existing alley. This area was not excavated the full one meter width because of the presence of a
thick asphalt surface located along the west end of the excavation unit. The NPS determined that
it did not want to impact this pavement during the construction process. The excavation of this
area resulted in the identification of a series of posts located along the western property line.
Three of these posts (Posts D, F, and J) may represent posts associated with the presence of a
carriage barn at this location (see discussion below).
Expose South end of Features 2 and 6. During the fieldwork, the south ends of Features 2
and 6 were exposed with the backhoe and clearly marked to prevent their damage during
construction.
In the laboratory, all artifacts were washed, inventoried, and re-bagged into plastic Ziploc
containers for curation. Each provenience (such as a level within a test unit or feature) was
assigned a “lot number”. Appendix I identifies the provenience of all lot numbers assigned during
the 2007 investigations at the Dean House. Appendix II contains a lot-by-lot inventory of all the
artifacts collected during the course of these investigations. All notes, photographs, negatives and
artifacts are to be returned to the National Park Service to be curated at the Lincoln Home
National Historic Site.
The 1997 archaeological investigations exposed numerous subsurface features, which
included discontinuous sections of perimeter foundations (both brick and poured concrete)
associated with two separate carriage houses and attached sheds, multiple privies (both brick and
wood lined), a potential ash and clinker disposal pit, numerous post molds, and a large feature
believed to represent a “keyhole” cellar (Feature 10). A detailed description of each feature is
presented in Mansberger (2004). Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the 1997 and 2007 archaeological
base maps, respectively.
The current investigations resulted in the identification of only two new features (Features
13 and 14), as well as a series of previously unidentified post holes (located along the western
property line).
Features 13 and 14 were located along the eastern edge of the excavation block. Feature
13 represents the far eastern end of a narrow east/west trench that probably originated from the
basement of the Dean House and connected the Dean House basement with the carriage house
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once present at this location.5 At the scraped surface, the trench was approximately 1’2” (35cm)
wide. The trench had been enlarged, for access, at its western end—which probably abutted the
foundations of the barn. The fill in the trench consisted of a mixed topsoil with few artifacts,
except for small black clinkers and an occasional brick fragment. The base of the narrow trench
was approximately 1’8” (51cm) below the circa 1860 ground surface. Located near the base of
the trench was a small diameter iron pipe (approximately 1 1/2” outside diameter, albeit heavily
corroded). This pipe probably supplied water to the barn. Although the trench was cut at an
angle to the barn’s foundations, the pipe appears to have been bent and entered the building at a
90-degree angle. A lead pipe (approximately 1” outside diameter) was attached to the far western
end of the iron pipe with a “sweated” connection (consisting of applied melted lead). The
“sweated” joint rested on two bricks set into the base of the trench. The trench was tunneled
beneath the foundation wall, extending another approximate 1’8” (50cm) to the west (and into the
interior of the barn)—at which point the lead pipe was bent into a vertical position to access the
above-ground space within the barn. The trench—at least the western end—was capped with a
dense red shale fill.
Table 2
Subsurface Features Identified At The Dean House
[Features 1-12 are from the 1997 investigations, whereas Features 13-15 are from the 2007
investigations.]
FEATURE
NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

DESCRIPTION
Rectangular Pit
Brick-lined Privy
Brick Perimeter
Foundation Wall
Brick-lined Privy
Wood-lined Privy
Wood-lined Clinker Pit
Wood-lined Privy
Wood-lined Privy
Barrel Privy
Keyhole Cellar
Concrete Perimeter
Foundation Wall
Mortar Concentration
Trench (water line)
Oval pit (water line
access)
Brick Rubble

DATE
ABANDONED
ca. 1960?
ca. 1870-75
ca. 1965-70
ca. 1885-90
ca. 1910-15
ca. 1870-75
ca. 1840-45
ca. 1840-45
ca. 1860-65
ca. 1855-65
ca. 1965-70
?
ca. 1880-1900?
ca. 1900-1940?
ca. 1930-50?

5

It appears that the pipe may have angled off towards the southwest corner of the Dean House’s rear kitchen
extension. The current porch configuration does not incorporate a bulkhead entrance into the cellar—a feature that
more than likely would have been present at this location.
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Feature 14 represents a small interior pit that accessed the lead water pipe that passed
through the tunnel burrowed beneath the foundation wall. This pit—which measured
approximately 1’9” (53cm) wide by 3’0” (92cm) long at its greatest extent—was oval on one end,
and rectangular on the other. A series of softmud brick were haphazardly laid on the base of this
pit and around the upright portion of the lead pipe where it existed the ground surface. Fill in this
pit indicated that it had been re-opened sometime during the life of the barn, perchance to repair
the water line. The original fill, which probably was associated with a repair episode, consisted of
a dark colored, cinder rich topsoil. The upper—and later fill (which may have been associated
with the abandonment of the water line)—consisted of a red shale fill. A brass fitting was
sweated onto the end of the lead pipe.
Additionally, several posts were identified along the western property line. The majority
of these posts appear to represent fairly modern posts—many associated with the National Park
Service’s ownership. Posts D and E contained dense wood ash and charcoal—and appear to
represent nineteenth century posts. These posts were spaced at potentially 10’ centers, and may
represent structural elements of one of the barns. No equivalent posts were noted along
suspected location of the eastern wall of the barn.
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Figure 15. Base map from 1997 investigations illustrating the location of the proposed reconstructed carriage barn (as
highlighted in yellow). Areas of concern addressed in this project were that area beneath the boardwalk (which had not been
investigated in 1997), and that area identified as “High Archaeological Potential” (located immediately south of the board
fence.
23

Figure 16. Base map for the 2007 field investigations, illustrating the area stripped of overburden, and features discovered.
24

Figure 17. The archaeological investigations were conducted in two phases. The first phase consisted of the hand excavation
of three test units in the high probability area for features (along the property line fence). These two photographs illustrate
the first two excavation units nearing completion. Right: looking east. Left: looking west.
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Figure 18. Once the three test units were completed, a small backhoe was used to strip the larger areas of overburden in
search of features. All surfaces were shovel scraped also.
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Figure 19. View of Features 13 and 14 prior to excavation.
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Figure 20. Plan view of Features 13 and 14, Dean House.
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Figure 21. Sectional views of Feature 13 (bottom) and 14 (top).
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Figure 22. Two views of Features 13 and 14 during excavation.
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Summary and Conclusions:
Evolution of the Urban Landscape in Springfield, Illinois
This report summarizes the results of archaeological fieldwork conducted in 2007 at the
Dean Site, an urban house lot located in Springfield, Illinois. The archaeology at this site resulted
in the excavation of a small portion of this middle nineteenth century residential yard. These
investigations focused on data to assist with the restoration of a carriage barn at this site, and
builds on investigations conducted earlier by Fever River Research (in 1997). Conclusions drawn
from the earlier report (Mansberger 2004) remain relatively unchanged, and are re-stated here.
The archaeological research has documented a series of events that occurred on the rear of
the Dean lot. The combined archaeological and documentary evidence suggests that the original
house (which was a small single pen dwelling) apparently sat without a carriage barn. A shallow
privy (identified as Feature 7) was located within the rear yard. By the late 1840s or early 1850s,
a small, frame carriage barn was constructed in the rear yard. The construction of this barn
resulted in the demolition of the early privy and the construction of a new privy (identified as
Feature 2) along the north side of the barn. At a later date during the mid-to-late nineteenth
century, the small carriage barn was replaced by a much larger barn. The details of the events that
occurred on the rear of the Dean House lot, ordered from earliest to latest, are discussed below:
1. A shallow, square privy (represented by Feature 7) was constructed along the south
property line of Lot 11. This privy, which was associated with the original single pen
dwelling (See FWAI 1991: Building Chronology), was probably in use during the late
1830s through middle 1840s and was abandoned sometime during the later 1840s or early
1850s. Documentary information suggests that Lot 10 was separated from Lot 11 in early
1841. It is very possible that this particular privy was constructed for the Van Bergen
family as late as 1841 and filled shortly after the purchase of the property by Harriet Dean
in 1849. A contemporary privy (Feature 8), which was of similar construction, was
located immediately across the property line to the south and associated with the
occupants of Lot 10.
2. A small carriage house was constructed at the southwest corner of the Dean lot. The
southeast corner of this carriage barn, which appears to have had a shallow brick
foundation set at or near the historic grade, sat over the previously filled privy (Feature 7).
A fence was constructed along the rear alley extending from the northwest corner of the
carriage barn. This fence line is represented by a series of post holes along the rear
property line. The documentary evidence varies as to the size of this barn. The 1854 city
map suggests that it was approximately 20’ square, while the 1858 city map suggests that
it was approximately 15’ by 20’ in size. The archaeological evidence (i.e. the remnant
brick foundation in the southeast corner of the site and the position of the first post hole at
the northwest corner) suggests that the structure was approximately 19’-20’ (north/south)
by 20’0” (east/west) in size.
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This small structure, which had a footprint that enclosed approximately 400 square feet, is
similar in size to the “Cottage Stable for One Horse” illustrated in Alexander Jackson
Downing’s Architecture of Country Houses (1850; reprinted in 1969). According to
Downing (1850:240), carriage barns of this size “would furnish all the conveniences, so
far as necessary, to professional men and gentlemen near towns… [and] the cost of my
stable, 30 feet square, would not, in Illinois, be more than from $160 to $300, built in the
plainest manner; and not more than from $300 to $600, built in the best mode, and painted
white or any other color preferred.” According to Downing, the smaller “Cottage Stable
for One Horse” could be constructed for an estimated cost of approximately $100 to
$300. In 1861, Lincoln’s carriage barn, which was of a similar size, was insured for the
sum of only $75 (Mansberger 1987:167; Bearss 1969:13).
The best information that we have available as to when this small carriage barn was
constructed is based on the artifacts found in the sealed privy (Feature 7) upon which the
foundations of the carriage barn rest. This feature appears to have been filled during the
late 1840s or very early 1850s. Combined with the documentary information at hand, this
small carriage barn may have been constructed shortly before or after Harriet Dean
purchased the property in March 1849. Mrs. Dean appears to have substantially
remodeled her house during early 1850 and it is not unlikely that she constructed a
carriage barn on her property at the same time. At any rate, this barn was in place by the
publication of the 1854 city map (McManus 1854).
3. Shortly after or potentially contemporaneous with the construction of the carriage barn, a
new privy was constructed. This privy (Feature 2), which was a deep, brick-lined, oval
shaft, was centered along the north wall of the carriage barn. Unfortunately, little
information is available as to when this privy was constructed. The use of soft-mud brick
place the construction of this feature within the nineteenth century. As will be discussed
later, more information is available as to when this feature was abandoned (the date of
which probably coincides with the re-building of the carriage barn).
4. Sometime during the life of this brick-lined privy (Feature 2), a deep wood-lined pit
(Feature 6) was excavated along the privy’s west (back) side between the rear of the privy
and the alley. The base of this pit was connected to the privy as if it may have functioned
as a drain. At some later date, another hole was punched through the wall of the adjacent
brick privy to connect the two features. Although this pit had some fecal matter within it,
the fecal matter appears to have originated as overflow from the adjacent privy (Feature
2). The majority of the fill from this feature consisted of cinders and clinkers (discard
from a coal-burning heating system). Our interpretation is that this feature functioned
primarily as a disposal pit for cinders and secondarily as a sump for the adjacent privy.
This feature was abandoned and filled at the same time that the adjacent privy (Feature 2)
was abandoned and filled.
5. Sometime shortly after the Civil War, the carriage barn was either enlarged or completely
rebuilt. This second carriage barn, which is represented on the 1884 Sanborn fire
insurance map, is represented by a remnant section of brick foundation wall located along
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what was once the northeast corner of the structure (and identified as Feature 3).
Although the brick used in the construction of this wall were similar to those used in the
foundation wall of the earlier carriage house foundation (being of the soft mud, handmanufactured variety), the mortars used in the construction of the two were very different.
The mortar used in the first carriage barn was soft, brown, and contained little to no
Portland cement. In contrast, the mortar used in the second carriage barn foundation was
harder and whiter –the result of the use of Portland cement in the mortar mix. As with the
earlier foundation wall, this later wall was shallow having been constructed at, or near, the
historic grade.
The archaeological evidence suggests that this structure was
approximately 20’0” (east/west) by 36’6” (north/south) in size, which agrees very well
with the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map. This barn is similar in size to that illustrated by
Downing as a “Model Cottage Stable” (Downing 1850; reprinted in 1969).
Although the larger barn was in place by the publication of the 1884 Sanborn map, its date
of construction is not easily determined. The best evidence that we have regarding the
construction date of this new carriage barn is the artifacts sealed in Feature 2 (the oval,
brick lined privy that was located along the north wall of the original carriage barn and
filled when the barn was enlarged). The analysis of the material found in this feature
(Feature 2) suggests that it contains a wide range of household items discarded during the
very late 1860s or early 1870s. Although some of the items found in this feature probably
were manufactured during the 1850s, the majority of the ceramic and glass artifacts are
consistent with an 1860s date of manufacture. For our dating purposes, the most
significant artifact found in the feature was an embossed bottle manufactured for Owen’s
Buchu Manufacturing Company, a Springfield firm which made patent medicines. As is
discussed in Mansberger (2004), it would appear that this bottle was manufactured
sometime between circa 1869 and 1874, and as such, would suggest that this feature
(Feature 2) probably was filled sometime during the very early 1870s (circa 1870-75) or
later.
The increase in sales price between 1861 and 1871 clearly suggests that the Richards
family had improved their landholdings (with the remodeling of the house and construction
of a new carriage barn) by the sale of their property in 1871. Although the chain-of-title
research would suggest that this carriage barn may have been constructed during the latter
years of the Richards occupation of the house (circa 1869-71), the 1873 Bird’s Eye View
of Springfield (Koch 1873, see Figure 3) fails to indicate a carriage barn behind the Dean
House. Assuming that the Koch (1873) illustration was drawn circa 1872 (and published
in 1873), it would seem logical to suspect that the carriage barn was not constructed until
shortly after that date (and within the Stuart family’s occupation).
As the current investigations have shown, at some point—probably during the later
nineteenth century, water service was supplied to this barn by way of an underground
water line from the nearby house (and identified as Features 13 and 14). This pipeline was
constructed with iron pipe laid barely deep enough to resist freezing. A lead pipe was
used to bring the water line into the structure.
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6. Probably constructed at the same time, or very shortly after the large carriage barn, was a
new, square privy (Feature 4) –the third in the series of privies on this lot. As with the
earlier privy, this small outbuilding was centered along the north (presumably gable-) end
of the new carriage barn. This new privy was large (probably representing multiple seats)
and had a substantial brick lining. The archaeological excavation of this feature suggests
that the superstructure (which had burned) was of frame construction and had window
sash as well as a finished (plastered) interior. Although the artifacts found in this feature
were few in number, they suggest that this privy was destroyed by fire during the late
nineteenth century, possibly during the late 1880s or early 1890s. The earliest of the
Sanborn fire insurance maps, which dates to 1884, suggests that this privy was situated
inside a frame shed that ran along the alley between the north end of the carriage barn and
the northern lot line, and may not have been a “stand-alone” structure.
7.

After the destruction of the privy (Feature 4) by fire, a new privy (Feature 5) was
constructed. This privy (the fourth and probably last in the series of privies on this lot)
was similar in size to the previous structure but lacked the substantial brick lining. This
wood-lined privy was constructed at the northeast corner of the new carriage barn,
immediately in front of the earlier privy. Immediately to the west, and running across the
rear of the lot, was the frame storage shed discussed above. The assessment of this
feature’s contents suggests that it was abandoned during the very early twentieth century
(circa 1910-1915). Although this structure was documented on the 1896 Sanborn fire
insurance map, it may not have been functioning as a privy by that date as the Sanborn
maps seldom note the location of privies. By 1917, the frame building had been
demolished.

8. During the early to middle twentieth century (after the abandonment and demolition of the
superstructure above Feature 5), an addition was constructed onto the northern end of the
carriage barn. This structure, which was approximately 1’4” wider than the carriage barn,
extended to the northern edge of the lot. The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates
the presence of a single story five-car garage. The southern portion of this garage has the
same footprint as the earlier two-story carriage house (as illustrated on the 1917 Sanborn
fire insurance map). As such, it would appear that by the early 1940s, either the carriage
house had been demolished (and the new garage constructed on the foundations of the
earlier structure), or the upper story of the two-story carriage house was removed and the
structure converted into a garage. This single story garage is illustrated in a circa 1952
illustration of the Dean House (FWAI 1991:2.22).
9. By the late 1960s, the large garage had been demolished.
10. The National Park Service constructed two different sets of fences which partitioned the
northwest corner of the lot from the remainder of the property. This space was used as a
parking lot for the NPS. The first set of posts are represented by small circular posts
while the latter is represented by large rectangular posts. These posts form a line parallel
with, and approximately one foot north of, the north wall of the large carriage barn.
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11. The fence enclosing the parking lot (as well as the gravel pavement within the parking lot)
was removed and the lot planted in grass.
Although these two separate investigations (1997 and 2007) focused on collecting data to
assist with the restoration of the carriage barn at this site, the research has yielded a variety of
information relating to the middle to late nineteenth century lifeways in this community. This data
compliments a variety of excavations previously conducted in the Lincoln neighborhood and
surrounding Springfield. The following discussion, which focuses much attention on site
structure, attempts to place the Dean House excavations in perspective of changing urban land
use in Springfield.
Site structure (defined as the spatial relationship of the subsurface features, middens, and
surface artifact scatters present at a site) is an important variable in interpreting an archaeological
site, whether rural or urban. A site’s size and complexity (as determined by the number,
diversity/variety, and super-positioning of features) all contribute to addressing a suite of
questions related to the various activities conducted at a particular site. Documenting the entirety
of a site’s plan is one of the more basic tasks undertaken by the archaeologist. As Bareis and
Porter (1984) has emphasized so well with prehistoric site research in Illinois’ American Bottom
region, this strategy generally can not be accomplished by hand excavating a series of small
excavation blocks, and is best conducted with earth-moving machinery resulting in large block
excavations. Much of the historical archaeology conducted during the 1980s and 1990s was at
rural sites, which have permitted this large-scale block excavation with the use of heavy earthmoving machinery.
During the 1980s and early 1990s, several archaeologists discussed the structure of rural
sites using the complimentary data sets associated with surface middens and subsurface features.
One of the first to characterize the structure of these rural sites was Moir (1987, 1988). Studying
rural sites in Texas, Moir (1987:23) noted that yard use “did not appear to be uniform, but varied
with distance and orientation to the dwelling.” Moir (1987, 1988) further contrasted the “Modern
Yard” (structured by the twentieth century introduction of electricity and the internal combustion
engine) and the “Pre-Modern Yard.” According to Moir, the “Pre-Modern Yard” was an
extension of the primary living spaces located in the house and contained a variety of activity
areas that were associated with the acquisition of water (wells and cisterns), food preparation
(smoke houses, summer kitchens, as well as butchering areas), food storage (earthen cellars and
storage pits), general maintenance (outdoor laundry areas), waste disposal (trash pits, privies, and
surface middens), and general storage (wood/coal storage sheds)—not to mention the agricultural
activity areas associated with these rural farmsteads.
Further discussing the “Pre-Modern Yard,” Moir (1987, 1988) distinguished between the
Active Yard (which was further divided into the Inner Yard and the Outer Yard) and the Inactive
Yard. According to Moir, the Inner Yard is that area immediately adjacent to the house (0-9m as
defined by his Texas research) and was an activity area associated with the processing of foods
and laundry immediately adjacent to the kitchen door. Covered porches often blurred the
distinction between inside the house and outside the house. Such activity areas are generally
associated with a low to moderately dense concentration of domestic artifacts. According to
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Moir, the Outer Yard (which extended from approximately 9m to 22m from the house) was
associated with a variety of detached outbuildings and activity areas associated with domestic
tasks. Commonly located within the Outer Yard are wells, summer kitchens, exterior cellars, and
privies. In Texas, wells (which were located 4m to 12m from the house) often divided the Inner
and Outer Yards. In contrast, privies averaged slightly over 17m from the house (with a range of
1m to 24m). Moir’s Inactive Yard was located from 20m to over 200m from the house and
contained a variety of non-domestic, agricultural outbuildings and activity areas. On the average,
the barn was located 20m to 80m from the house (Moir 1987, 1988).
During the late 1980s, Fever River Research fine-tuned the laboratory and field strategy
for analyzing the surface scatters and attempted to redefine the various activity areas around the
rural site using terminology established earlier by Moir (Mansberger and Halpin 1991). At that
time, Moir’s terminology was slightly expanded upon and redefined for use in Illinois. During this
research, the components of the typical farmstead were identified as Inner Yard, Outer Yard, and
Barn Yard (replacing Moir’s Inactive Yard). Additionally, a fourth activity area was defined—the
Low Activity Yard. The Low Activity Yard generally contains a very low artifact density of
Foodways Service and Personal items and generally equates with the formal front and side yards
associated with a house. These areas are generally associated with formal gatherings and both
leisure and recreational activities.
Unfortunately, the spatial layout and character of the urban house lot during the nineteenth
century in Illinois has not been studied with as much vigor as contemporary rural sites. More
recently, at the nearby Corneau and Sprigg House sites—and to a lesser extent to the Morse
House site, Mansberger has attempted to conduct this same type of analysis with urban sites
(Mansberger 2005a, 2005b, 2008). The following discussion attempts to discuss the results of the
Dean House investigations within the framework of this spatial activity model.
Clearly, the rural and urban environments were very different during the nineteenth
century. In a rural setting, seldom is the structure of the farmstead hindered by the size of the plot
of ground occupied by the farm family. In these rural settings space is practically infinite.
Farmsteads often are large in size, and more often structured by non-cultural features such as
topography. In contrast, in an urban setting, space is much more structured and finite. Town
sites in Illinois are generally characterized by relatively uniform sized plots of ground laid out
along a regular grid of platted streets. Rectangular lots located in towns such as Springfield,
although they often vary in size, were relatively small compared to contemporary rural farmsteads.
These rigidly structured lots were confining, and made choices relating to the site structure much
more limited than their rural cousins’ choices. Generally, houses were located fronting the formal
street and the support activity areas were located to the rear of the lot. Nonetheless, there does
appear to have been some variability in the structure of these urban sites, and there exists a need
to characterize the urban house lot activity areas as has been accomplished with the rural sites.
With this in mind, four primary activity areas have been defined for these urban lots, and will be
discussed in relationship to the changing character of the Dean Site. These activity areas,
discussed in relationship to the dwelling itself (which is the primary activity area at these sites),
include 1) the Low Activity Yard (often referred to as the Front and Side Yards), 2) the Inner
Yard, 3) the Mid Yard, and 4) the Outer Yard. Large urban lots, generally associated with the
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more elite of society, often have very well defined functional spaces or activity areas. In contrast,
as the lot size becomes smaller, the distinctiveness of these discreet activity areas becomes blurred
(as the activity areas begin to overlap).
The House Lot
As originally platted, the city fathers envisioned a city lot in this neighborhood that
measured 40’ by 152’ in size (with approximately 6,080 square feet of space) (0.14 acres). For
most working class families, this was more than adequate space for a pre-modern, walking city.
With this in mind, though, the early owners of this property appear to have purchased two sideby-side lots (lots 11 and 12; comprising 12,160 square feet of space). By the time the Dean
family occupied the property, the landholdings consisted of 1.5 lots (consisting of 9,120 square
feet of space; or .21 acres)—and slightly larger in size to that envisioned by the city fathers during
the initial platting of this neighborhood (and more consistent with an upper class household with a
larger house and expanded outbuildings). In 1880, the adjacent Lot 10 located to the south was
acquired by the Hofferkamp family and added to the parcel—increasing the lot size to
approximately 15,200 square feet (0.35 acres), which was much more in keeping with a lot size
adequate for an upscale family.
The House Proper
One can argue that the most significant archaeological feature at an archaeological site is
the actual house itself. At many archaeological sites, little physical remains of the house (or
houses) once present at a site is preserved. In contrast, in the Lincoln Home Neighborhood,
several pre-Civil War houses have survived, relatively speaking, intact (albeit substantially
altered). These houses—which represent above-ground archaeological features—contain a
wealth of information regarding the lifeways of the early inhabitants of a site, and substantial
archaeological investigations have been conducted around these structures by a variety of
professional archaeologists. The traditional subsurface archaeology of these sites often has not
been discussed thoroughly in terms of the adjacent house and its change through time.
Future discussions should focus on summarizing the variety of house forms in early
Springfield (and the Lincoln Home Neighborhood), the architectural styles used to construct these
houses, as well as the types of materials used (local versus non-local), methods of construction
used (log versus frame versus masonry), and the physical changes through time that these
structures have undergone.
Unfortunately, the archaeological investigations conducted by Fever River Research in
both 1997 and 2007 focused solely on a very small portion of the lot located within the Outer
Yard. Previous archaeological research conducted by others prior to 1997 shed little light on the
house proper—and, unfortunately, the historic structure report did not incorporate enough
archaeological research to address significant questions regarding the evolution of the house
through time. Suffice it to say, that the original house was much smaller than the existing
structure, and probably had a set-back substantially different from the existing house’s set back
(as suggested by the early city maps).
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The Low Activity Yard
As the name implies, Low Activity Yards are areas of limited activity. The limited activity
may be a function of the physical isolation and/or distance from the main habitation, or to a
cultural isolation (as with a formal character of a front or side yard). Front and side yards, which
were generally visible to the passing public, were often landscaped spaces set aside from everyday
work-related activities. Activities that were more likely to take place in these areas were often of
a leisure nature and more formal (and public oriented) in character.
The Dean House had a relatively small Low-Activity Yard that was consistent with the
surrounding properties. Unlike the Sprigg, Corneau, Morse, and Dubois houses—which all
appear to have originally had very small front porches or landings accessing the front door—the
Dean House appears to have had a relatively large front entrance porch. Changes in porch size
and configurations through time reflect changing use of the Low Activity Yard. During the early
years of settlement, many of the houses in this neighborhood had very small landings accessing the
front of the house—and no formal porches. Wider, full-length porches became much more
common place during the middle to late nineteenth century, and reflect the introduction of new
activities (both leisure and formal) in this space.
The Inner Yard
The Inner Yard is an exterior activity area located immediately adjacent to the house
and/or the service wing of the dwelling. It often is located adjacent to the non-public, “informal,”
and/or rear of the dwelling. This activity area functions as an extension of the interior kitchen,
and is often associated with a substantial covered porch that blurs the distinction between interior
and exterior work areas. The Inner Yard activity area tends to be less formal, less landscaped,
and more private (or family oriented) than the Low Activity Yard. The artifact density in this
activity area is usually high with the presence of a midden containing small-sized domestic items
(particularly those associated with food service and preparation). Underfoot materials generally
have experienced extensive mechanical damage and thus are small in size. This activity area is
generally associated with water storage (cisterns), water procurement (wells), and exterior
storage facilities (cellars). Often the Inner Yard Activity Area was effectively segregated from
view and access from the outside world by either fence lines or other small outbuildings.
As noted above, no archaeological research was conducted within the Dean House’s Inner
Yard. Nonetheless, several statements regarding the Inner Yard activity area can be made based
on the existing house configuration. A substantial working porch (probably accessing both a well
and cistern) was located along the south side of the house. This porch incorporated an exterior
bulkhead entranceway to the basement cellar. A variety of food processing and household
activities (such as laundry) were often conducted in this space.
Additionally located within the Inner Yard activity area was a small frame outbuilding—
which has survived to the present. This structure is located along the west end of the house easily
accessible from the working porch and the kitchen service wing. This single-room, gable-roof
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structure had a single door, two windows for cross ventilation, and although not currently
present, most likely had a chimney and/or access to a flue for a small wood or coal-burning stove
(necessary for both food processing and laundry purposes). Functioning as an extension of the
more formal kitchen located within the house (and exterior work porch), outbuildings such as this
one had multiple functions—and included washing laundry, processing foods, and miscellaneous
storage. Activities conducted in this small work room often were those that were excessively
messy and/or inconvenient for conducting within the house proper. As such, these multi-purpose
outbuildings are often referred to as either laundry sheds or summer kitchens—with the
distinction between these two names being fairly inconsequential. The National Park Service
interprets the small outbuilding at the Dean House as a laundry shed. The laundry shed at the
Dean Site is on of the few—if not the only one—that has survived in the project area. Similarly,
few have survived in Springfield.6
That area near the southwest corner of the house—located in close proximity to the
laundry shed and working rear (or south) porch—clearly was a specialized activity area, and is
referred to as the Inner Yard. Other potential features to be expected in the Inner Yard activity
area include wells, cisterns, domestic middens, and small exterior cellars.
The Mid Yard
This activity area functions somewhat as a buffer from the Inner and Outer Yard activity
areas. Specialized processing areas (i.e. butchering), gardens, and storage facilities (both above
and below ground) are often present. Research at other middle nineteenth century sites in
Springfield suggest that this activity area often was associated with activities and/or outbuildings
typical of the Outer Yard activity area associated with contemporary rural sites. Recent research
in Springfield suggests that the earliest privy pits were located in a Mid Yard location, and with
time, the privy pits were relocated to the Outer Yard. No archaeological investigations were
conducted within the Mid-Yard Activity Area at the Dean Site.
The Outer Yard
This area of the site is the farthest removed from the house, and often contains some of
the more foul smelling landscape features (such as urban barns, privy pits, animal pens, and trash
pits). Although the agricultural component has been removed from the urban site, the nature of
urban house lots as “urban farmsteads” resulted in some of the rural, agrarian functions being
carried out within the urban house lot. Cows (for milk), pigs (for food), and horses (for
transportation)—as well as a variety of other livestock—were often housed within a combination
carriage house and urban barn. Similarly, chickens and other food-related animals (such as
rabbits) were housed within small outbuildings and/or sheds, and associated animal pens. The
Outer Yard often incorporated some of the functions of the rural Barn Yard typical of
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Although few of these structures have survived to the present, they often have been incorporated into the structure
of a dwelling as it is enlarged over the years. Additionally, the archaeological evidence of laundry sheds and/or
summer kitchens is relatively common, with examples being documented at the Henson-Robinson Site, as well as
at the Dubois Site.
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contemporary sites (particularly the presence of the urban barn and/or carriage house
combination).
The two most common outbuildings located within this activity area are the carriage barn
and privy. Similarly, non-domestic, craft-related activity areas (such as blacksmithing) were often
associated with the rear lot Outer Yard activity area (and housed in small outbuildings).7 The
archaeological evidence suggests that a carriage house or barn may not have been present at this
site during the initial years of occupation (as discussed above, and in Mansberger 2004). Archival
information clearly suggests that a frame carriage barn approximately 15-20’ x 20’ in size, was
present at this location by 1854. The City of Springfield, Sangamon Co., ILLS. map (McManus
1854) suggests that a small frame structure was nestled within the southwest corner of the lot by
that date. By circa 1870, this carriage barn had been replaced by a substantially larger frame
structure.
The privy is a specialized waste disposal pit used for the discard of human waste (urine
and fecal materials). Traditionally, nineteenth century privies consist of small buildings that
consist of little more than a seat or bench with a hole in it that accesses an underlying pit, which
receives the human waste. Privies may be of a single or multiple (two- or even three-) seat
variety. Sometimes, paired privy pits indicate the presence of privies dedicated to male or female
use. During their use as privies, non-human household waste is often discarded within the privy
pit—particularly during the later years of use and/or capping activities associated with the
abandonment of the privy pit. Whereas the elite of society often has their privy pits cleaned out
(and the “night soils” removed off-site), the less affluent households often capped the older and
offensive privy pit with clean soil and excavate a similar, albeit newer pit immediately adjacent to
the older one. This differential behavior results in a very different archaeological record between
affluent and working class households. The archaeological signature of an affluent urban
household may indicate a low number of privy pits that appear to have been cleaned out relatively
frequently and reused; in contrast, the site associated with a working class household often
contains a series of abandoned privy pits in a line that represent the use and abandonment of these
features through the years as they were filled. Similarly, the privy pits associated with the more
affluent households often are associated with the use of more long lasting building materials (such
as brick as opposed to lumber).
The 1997 archaeological investigations documented a series of five suspected privy pits on
the rear of Lots 11 and S1/2 Lot 12 (that area associated with the pre-1880 Dean House). The
earliest of these privy pits was represented by Feature 7. This shallow, presumably wood lined (if
not unlined) pit dated from the later 1830s or—more likely—the 1840s. This feature apparently
was abandoned when the first carriage house was constructed. At that time, an oval, brick-lined
pit approximately 6’ in depth (identified as Feature 2) was constructed along the north side of the
newly constructed carriage barn. Presumably a small frame structure was constructed over the
top of this pit. At a later date, a deep wood-lined pit (identified as Feature 6) was constructed
along the west (or back) side of this brick-lined privy. This pit appears to have been constructed
as a sump pit for the adjacent brick lined privy (Feature 2). Both Features 2 and 8 were filled—
7

For example, metal working activities (blacksmithing and potentially iron casting) activities were documented in
the Outer Yard of the early Sprigg and/or Corneau sites (see Mansberger 2005a, b).
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and/or replaced—by a larger, albeit much more shallow square privy pit which was located
immediately to north of Feature 2. This privy (Feature 4) was probably constructed at the time
the earlier carriage house was demolished and the larger structure constructed—sometime during
the 1870s. This new privy was located along the north wall of the new carriage barn, in a location
identical to that of the earlier privy pit. Sometime later in the century, Feature 4 was abandoned
and a new privy (Feature 5) constructed immediately adjacent to the northeast corner of the barn.
Conclusions
To summarize, the archaeological mitigation at the Dean Site documented a variety of
significant subsurface resources that have contributed to our understanding of the nineteenth
century occupation of this property. These features and associated artifacts have assisted us in
our discussion of activity areas within the lot and how they have changed through time.
We believe that the National Park Service has complied with their Section 106 obligations
with regard to the construction of a new carriage barn at the Dean House. The archaeological
testing and subsequent mitigation has revealed significant subsurface resources that have
contributed to our understanding of the nineteenth century occupation of this property. As a
result of these investigations, a one-meter wide band around the proposed footprint of the Dean
carriage barn (as well as that area beneath the proposed footprint of the carriage barn) has been
cleared for construction. It is our opinion that the investigations have documented these features
sufficiently and have mitigated the effect of any new construction in this area on the historic
resources that were discovered. As such, no further work is recommended within the area of the
proposed reconstruction work.
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Figure 23. Two views of the reconstructed Dean House carriage barn, Springfield, Illinois.
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Figure 24. View of the restored rear yard of the Dean House, illustrating the carriage barn,
laundry shed, and house. Lacking at present is the placement of the restored privy along
the north side of the carriage barn.

Figure 25. View of the extant laundry shed preserved at the Dean House.
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Figure 26. View of the newly constructed carriage barn on the rear lot of the Dean House, Springfield, Illinois.
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Appendix I
Lot Provenience
[Each “Lot” refers to a specific provenience or location, as noted here. See Appendix II for
each lot inventory. Lot numbers 1 through 62 were previously assigned for the 1997
investigations. The 2007 investigations skipped a few numbers and began with Lot 71.]

Lot Number

Provenience

71

Test 2007-1, Level 1

72

Test 2007-2, Level 3

73

Test 2007-2, Level 4

74

Test 2007-3

75

Backdirt (around Features 7 and 8)

76

Feature 10 (upper fill, profile wall)

Level 1
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Appendix II
Lot Inventories
[See Appendix I for each lot provenience.]

Lot 71
3 red shale
1 undecorated porcelain
Lot 72
2 red shale
1 machine cut nail
3 bone (large mammal teeth; cow?)
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 container glass (clear)
1 container glass (dark green/black;
applied tool lip finish; bottle)
1 iron pocket knife (bone handled)
Lot 73
1 aqua window glass
8 container glass (aqua)
1 container glass (clear)
5 bone
2 unidentified iron
3 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (polychrome, small floral)
whiteware
1 container glass (aqua; bottle; two-piece
molded, 1 ½” diameter base;
pontiled, base only)
1 transfer printed (red) pearlware saucer
(?)

1
1
1
1

1

salt glazed/ Albany slipped stoneware
aqua window glass
aqua container glass
aqua container glass (soda water;
embossed “…SCH /
[SPRINGFIE]LD, ILL.”)
teapot spout (relief decorated
ironstone)

Lot 76
1 undecorated ironstone (with printed
backstamp “J. Wedgwood”)
2 undecorated whiteware (cup?)
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
4 aqua window glass
1 container glass (amber)
1 container glass (aqua)
1 bone (large mammal calcaneous; cow?)
1 machine cut nail
1 stemware glass (clear)
1 fluted tumbler (clear glass)

Lot 74
1 container glass (aqua)
1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate?
Lot 75
6 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (impressed
backstamp “J. Wedgwood / China”)
2 annular decorated with mocha
yellowware (probably chamber pot)
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